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About This Game

Mysterious city of London, the beginning of the 20th century. A series of terrible ritual murders shakes London and young
detective James Voodoo takes over the case. He faces the inexplicable events while investigating the case, and realizes that these
murders are only the tip of the iceberg. An ominous plan, which is embodied by a group of conspirators, stands behind this all.

James collects evidence related to the murder, and sees that they are directly connected with the abnormal events in the city.
Unusual and never previously seen objects and creatures appear at every turn. Some supernatural forces begin to break into this

world and destroy it. James finds out that a billionaire and philanthropist Coins is the main person, who is involved in these
ritual murders.

Being obsessed with immortality, the crazy billionaire is willing to do anything, even to destroy our world. Using the brilliant
scientist and coldblooded killer as his own tools, he seeks to conduct an ancient ritual, which combines two formerly separated

worlds. He is ready to destroy everything just for the sake of his own survival. And only you, as a brave detective James
Voodoo, can stop Coins and his associates.

*Interactive Map (quest and navigation)

*Interactive game-scenes

*Global Hint System
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*Over 50 Locations

*16 HO scenes

*22 MG’s scenes

*One time playable HO scenes

*3 levels of difficulty

*Over 16 musical tracks

*Special Chamber Orchestra Live Records

*Laboratory

*Evidence deck

*Thousands of items

*2D animations

*CGI animations

*Dynamic locations

*Brilliant Art Collections

*Integrated Strategy Guide

*Integrated Task list

*Integrated Diary

*Additional Game content (Music, Wallpapers, Screensavers, etc.)

*8+ Hours of gameplay
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This is a weird but fascinating game and it will take you on a trip
I recommend giving it a go if you enjoy a bit of puzzle solving and weirdness. The Look And The Concept Of This Game Is Ok
But The Initial Gameplay Is Very Basic And Repetative And That Would Be Alright But After 20 Minutes I Found Myself
Bored I Know Its Still In Development But I Still Have To Say I Dident Like It Sorry :(. HyperRogue is a remarkable tour
through non-Euclidian geometry. I never thought I'd be able to imagine what it would actually be like to live in an M.C. Escher
drawing, but now I can visualize it! The gameplay is surprisingly deep, and you can easily sink many hours into exploring and
surviving in this strange world. The music is unremarkable, and I eventually took to listening to podcasts while playing. I haven't
beaten the game, and I'm not sure I ever will, because this game is MASSIVE\u2014the number of unique worlds to explore is
truly astounding. There isn't much of a plot though, so I don't feel like I'm missing out on too much.
I highly recommend HyperRogue, particularly if you enjoy having your brain warped to places near-impossible to imagine.
May the power of geometry be with you, fellow explorer; you'll need it in these lands.... I gave up on this game after about 20
minutes as it seems to have a mind of its own. The tutorial is useless, there are several parts to the tutorial and it seems to skip
from one part to another at random before you get a chance to complete that part. In the end I gave up on the tutorial and tried
to figure it out for myself. I wanted to play a particular town but It seems you have to complete the towns in the order it tells you
to because only the Isle of Man is available. I tried to fill a truck with supplies and all of a sudden there's a big red exclamation
mark over the truck and it appears to be in an endless loop. The game tells you to cancel this but doesn't tell you how to do it. At
this point I gave up with it. Looks good but very frustrating UI. Waste of money!. its a great game graphics should be fixed tho
but i love it. Really enjoy this one. One of my favorite tower defense games.

Fun graphics. Enjoyed the music. I like watching the tower do their thing. Enemies are properly annoying.

Maybe not as deep as others, but solid and fun.. It's a fun game, from the era when Katamari Damacy was not on PC.

However, 1024x768 fixed fullscreen resolution won't cut it now.
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You can flush the toilet in this game.. It has potential, but it would be cool to have more cars, maps and multiplayer. On a side
note, this is pretty much the closest I'll ever get to Initial D.. Beautiful game.. Exellent physics and graphics. Music is so
relaxing.

Get this game if you want to chill out and just play something challenging but in such a way not stressful at all.

Amazing Japanese Zen puzzles, try it out.. It's fairly cheap :) 10/10

GET IT. Super Cute Animal Game, where every animal you could ever love will brutally murder you and take everything you
ever loved.

10\/10 would be a grey tabby again. I read the bad reviews, I thought I had an idea of what was going to happen in this game, "I
just wander around n' look at weird\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 good deal". But I was very horribly wrong. You
just slowly meander through a maze of god awful disgusting indistinguishable textures while the exact same character model is
placed everywhere. I unknowingly flew over the invisible walls on the second map and couldn't make it back in to another stupid
piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665maze. And the noises... God damn the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
constant barrage of annoying sounds. I never felt so robbed over 25 cents in my life.... Well, this wasn't at all what I expected.
The story is really, really weird. Something I never expected, and it was amazing. The story itself is so well put together and
words can't really describe how I feel about it.

I originally got the 3rd ending, which is REALLY screwed up. You'll know what I mean if you get it.

If want to read something different, then this is definitely the visual novel for you, and it's free, so there's no harm in trying it.
The soundtrack is great, and the way the game just throws you into some of the darker parts, in my opinion it's just really well
done.. I was pleasantly surprised with this game. Good game and good price for 5 $. Bought this thinking it would be a casual
puzzle game, turned out to be quite a stressful, timing\/coordination\/puzzle game which is quite challenging.. And that isn't a
complaint. Great game!

To the devs, defiantly needs a leader board, but also if possible some co-op modes would be interesting if that could be worked
out. I know that would be quite a big change but I think it would be worth it, like multiple colors to solve the maze. or perhaps
just a racing mode.. Ok, I recommend this game with reservations. Good TD, but requires serious grinding (I recommend "Lone
Way" level btw)

Points to improve:
- Needs rebalancing, upgrades cost more than the online version of the game and are too expensive
- Coins should automatically be picked up, or at least calculate the ones left on the ground at the end of the level. When the
coins are lost, upgrade points are lost.
- Coins invested in factories should be automatically calculated and added to upgrade points at the end of the level (work around
until then is to sell them off at the last level). Should be called FunFunFun! Great game, really good tactile feedback, and super
nice retro graphic feel!
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